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One of the most challenging aspects of making Fernando turned out to be getting the artists 
together for a slumber party at the Franklin Street Works space.  Trisha Baga suggested a 
sleepover and Lukas Geronimas, Mads Lynnerup, and I agreed it was a good idea, but hurricane 
Irene had different thoughts and our first attempt failed. Day jobs and personal obligations then 
made it difficult to reschedule, but we triumphed on September 17 with everyone on site by 9:00 
pm. As the curator, it made sense for me to not participate. It was a time for the artists to 
collaborate, bond, and have fun, unfettered by exhibition themes, administrative concerns, 
organizational mission statements, and other topics often at the front of a curator’s mind. As I write, 
I’m still excitedly waiting to see Baga’s pictures of the evening and to hear the original music they 
made for the café.   
 
Why was the slumber party important? First, I think it was the yin to the yang of their June jaunt 
around downtown Stamford when the artists saw sites and met people. Second, it allowed better 
integration of the artists’ works in the gallery space, linking isolated installations to reflect the group 
dynamic of this exhibition. Third, the slew of emails with talk of hurricanes, musical instruments, 
and libations became loveably absurdist --a quality each one of these artists and this curator have 
been known to embrace. Lastly, and perhaps, most interestingly, the slumber party meant that 
Fernando’s process and production was bookended by collaborative situations.  The left bookend 
involved the artists conversing with local residents and civic leaders who generously contributed 
their knowledge of Stamford. The more private, inward-looking right bookend included the artists, 
their materials, and the gallery spaces of Franklin Street Works. In the three months between these 
events, Baga, Geronimas, Lynnerup and I shared an orbit. We would float off on our own, and then 
reconnect, communicating via phone calls, texts, email, and several meetings in Williamsburg, 
Brooklyn. 
 
Now, audience and artworks join the dozens of characters and locations that form the backstory 
and backbone of Fernando. While contributors to this enterprise are named in Trisha Baga’s the 
green light at the end of the dock, the name of one Stamford cast member, gallerist Fernando Luis 
Alvarez, appears as the title in the opening credits. After meeting dozens of Stamfordites, the 
artists and I found that the words  “contemporary art” were almost always followed by the inquiry, 
“Have you met Fernando? “ By naming the exhibition “Fernando” we are acknowledging that local 
gallery’s considered efforts in integrating contemporary art into the Stamford community.  (The 
ABBA song title was also noted in discussions as a humorous aside.)  
 
The video format of Fernando’s opening and closing credits came out of a discussion between the 
artists and myself.  It seemed to be the perfect medium for an exhibition that incorporated elements 
of the road movie in its development and execution – a group brought together by fate/invitation 
explores Stamford for several days, takes multiple cars and trains to and from NYC, sleep under 
the stars (well, gallery track lights), etc. The road movie has made a comeback of late (thanks in 
part to the success of The Hangover), but it is a difficult genre to pull off as most directors and/or 



writers attempt to neatly tie up the characters’ meandering, sometimes madcap, travels into a 
crowd-pleasing conclusion. This impulse usually leaves the finale void of humor or spontaneity. 
With Fernando there was no desire to tidy up the buddy-style, exploratory nature of our travels with 
conclusive declarations. The strategic paradigm of Fernando, conversely, was designed to keep 
things loose and evolving until the show opened. This does not mean that any of us took this 
project lightly, but our processes stressed improvisation over perfection, play over profundity, 
potential failure over artistic or intellectual fulfillment.  
 
For approximately three months, Fernando’s artists posed questions and explored a broad range of 
possibilities to develop well-conceived, nuanced projects. There are subtle references to the 
histories and architecture of Stamford, especially in Lukas Geronimas’s fabric designs and Mads 
Lynnerup’s footage of reflective buildings downtown. There are also reactions to and riffs on 
physical and social environments of the city, which connect the present landscape of Stamford to 
broader cultural situations. In Lukas Geronimas’s sculptures, fabric designs and ‘zine, utopian 
architecture -- especially that of Victor Bisharat who designed Landmark Square, St. John’s 
Towers, and various buildings at High Ridge Park – informs the work. Everyday elements of 
modern life such as pop culture (Justin Bieber), street art (Chinatown painting), and classic 
literature (The Great Gatsby) pepper Trisha Baga’s video installations, marrying familiar faces from 
the Stamford community with familiar forms like movies, audio books, and NYC tourist art. In 
Lynnerup’s video installation Reflection (the angle of incidence), the conflation of work and leisure 
activities is distilled through the simple act of drinking tea in an office-building parking lot. 
 
Genre bending qualities and art historical influences also inform the work in “Fernando”.  
Everything from cinema and pop culture (Baga) to Minimalist sculpture (Lynnerup) to the 
decorative arts (Geronimas) is conjured.  There are moments where these impulses intertwine or 
show up in unexpected places: in untitled pile a photo that features a stack of packaging from 
McDonalds (Baga) accompanies a sculpture constructed of water-soaked wood damaged during 
Irene (Geronimas); a jam session produces original music made by all three artists for the café; a 
reflective film attached to the gallery windows foreshadows Mads Lynnerup’s confrontation with 
corporate architecture where he is armed with only a camera and a cup of tea; later, Lynnerup’s 
installation’s reflective bent is literally and figuratively mirrored in Baga’s neighboring installation 
that includes shimmering glass squares – diminutive reflectors that inspire calm rather than imply 
capitalism. 
 
In the intro credits I end by saying Fernando is as much experiment as exhibition, as much road 
movie as installation. I think we can go a step further and say it’s an experimental road movie that 
defies common cinematic configurations.  Today the exhibition is completed – the movie’s 
production phase is over and it’s being “screened” – but only a phantom narrative arc inhabits 
these rooms.  What remains are the objects and observations of its main characters-- informed 
glimpses by inquisitive visitors who passed through, and are now back on the road again. 
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